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Nature-based focus - why

Queensland
Ecotourism
Plan

Key driver of
destination
choice for
HVT

Nature-based tourism strategy - purpose
•

Quantify the opportunity for nature-based tourism within Queensland

•

Define nature-based tourism and the experiences and stories that will
meet consumer needs, and

•

Create the strategic roadmap that will deliver sustainable growth in this
sector for Queensland

Number of
travellers who
participate in
nature-based
activities

Quantifying the opportunity

Percentage of
high value
travellers who
are ‘nature
travellers’

Analysis of
global trends
with Gen Z and
Millennialls

3.43 million domestic
visitors = 22%
1.76 million international
visitors = 65%
Visited national parks, went bushwalking or
rainforest walk, visited the reef, scuba dived or
snorkelled, visited or stayed on an island, went
whale/dolphin watching

NVS and IVS March 2018

77% of High Value Travellers
(HVT) love being in nature
and the great outdoors
= ‘nature travellers’
3.93 million domestic
travellers
68% of HVT international
(aggregated 11 markets) rank
World Class Nature and
Wildlife #1.
Sources: D&M Experience Research 2019, CDP 2018

Global trends in travel and
purchasing traits
65% respect purpose led brands
with environmental protection and
other ethical values
Care about making a difference
when they travel
Know and expect sustainability

Share knowledge and love of
outdoors with friends and children

Consumer sentiment analysis

Competitor destinations

Australian
market
• Australia
domestic
• New
Zealand
• Indonesia
• USA
• Thailand
• Japan
• Canada

USA market

UK market

• Costa Rica
• Scandinavia
(Finland,
Sweden,
Norway)
• Switzerland
• New
Zealand

• USA
• Canada
• Costa Rica
• South Africa

New Zealand
market

• USA
• UK
• Fiji
• Canada

Japan
market
• USA
• Thailand
• Canada

Indian
market
• Switzerland
• UK
• USA

German
market
• Costa Rica
• Canada
• Thailand
• New
Zealand
• USA

Botswana | Costa Rica | Sri Lanka

China
market
• China
domestic
• Vietnam
• USA

Insights on competitor analysis
Tour guide is crucial
• Utilise different ways to experience nature – cluster experiences
• Unique landscape and scenery that are authentic and genuine
• Wildlife encounters are popular
• Great food in a beautiful, natural setting
• Small groups work best - tiered approaches to large groups
• Soft adventure - being active in the outdoors
• And accommodation in nature !
• Educational and interactive
• Nature and culture/history pair well
• Icons of Australia and scenic views are favoured
• Travel time from tourism hubs is considered
• Each market requires tailoring
•

Our Future Traveller… the Nature Traveller

Spectrum of nature-based tourism
NATURE-BASED TOURISM
“Nature-based tourism is leisure travel undertaken largely or solely for the purpose of enjoying natural attractions and engaging in nature-based experiences. This can range from simple natural
encounters to more immersive ecotourism experiences, where being in nature is the key driver for the experience”.

 Passive engagement with nature

Immersive engagement with nature 

Natural encounters

Ecotourism
"Ecotourism is ecologically sustainable tourism with a primary focus on
experiencing natural areas that fosters environmental and cultural
understanding, appreciation and conservation” (Ecotourism Australia)

Passively enjoying natural
attractions

Reef tour:

Accom: Nature-based
accommodation - relaxed getaway

Bushwalk, wander through nature

Static interpretation, focus on
appreciation and knowledge (not
contribution)

Self guided interpretation; active
options for participation

Guided tour with immersive
components provided and chance to
contribute

Conservation initiatives or
opportunities to contribute provided

Read on-board books/interp on the
environment

on-board interpretation of the reef &
marine environment

guided snorkelling/ dive tour to
identify fish and coral and greater
understand reef

participate in marine research,
liveaboard research tour

in house soft interpretation on local
area

wildlife encounters at location

nature-based tour options with
accommodation provider

sustainable management, examples
of sustainable living

See wildlife from distance

self guided walk with some

Appreciate landscapes

interpretation

immersive tour /education on the
area

wildlife conservation

tree planting

Spectrum of nature travellers
Nature travellers
“Couples and families who love being in nature and the great outdoors” “They care about making a difference when they travel” “Travelling and being in nature is an antidote to ‘routinitis’”
 Passive engagement with nature

Immersive engagement with nature 

Ecotourism

Natural encounters

I love being in nature and the
great outdoors

I like learning about the
environment while I'm on holidays,
at my own pace

I'll go out of my way to find
information on the natural
environment so I can appreciate it
better

Swimming with so many types of fish
was fun! Seeing turtles up close felt
really special

We saw fish and coral that were
displayed on board the boat - and the
kids remembered their names!

I'm going to be a real advocate for the
reef when I go home, now that I've
seen it for myself

Getting away from the city and being
surrounded by nature makes me feel
grounded

The information about the local area
and culture provided in the room is
really enlightening

I feel both peaceful and invigorated by a
bushwalk regardless of how long or
tough it is

I love seeing the changes in the
landscape from the top of a scenic view

I don't sit back and watch - let me
join in and participate while on
tour

I want to conserve and protect
the natural and cultural history of
the areas I visit

The best part of our reef trip was the
Master Reef Guide, she gave us the real
facts and stories of the GBR

Living and working with the marine
biologists on the research boat was a life
changing experience

The variety of wildlife on the property
is amazing and I can see them right
outside my room

Our hosts took us spotlighting after
dinner to see some native animals plus so many stars

The stay at this property really opened
my eyes on how I can live more
sustainably back home

The interpretive signage on walking trails
make it much more interesting and
informative

I often choose a guided walking tour so I
can learn more about the environment
I'm visiting

We don't mind getting our hands dirty so
a tour with tree planting gives my friend
and I a strong sense of satisfaction

Opportunity for Queensland

This shaded area indicates TEQ’s area of focus

Nature-based tourism
“Nature-based tourism is leisure travel undertaken largely or solely for the purpose of enjoying natural attractions and engaging in nature-based experiences. This can range from simple natural
encounters to more immersive ecotourism experiences, where being in nature is the key driver for the experience”.

The most valuable proposition for Queensland’s nature-based tourism industry is to focus on immersive
engagement, with experiences that offer knowledge, appreciation of the natural environment and the ability to
participate and contribute.
These are the experiences that will:
• feed the mind, activate the body and lift the heart
• enable industry to deliver more engaging and memorable experiences that exceed visitor expectations
• increase visitor numbers, spend and length of stay.

Nature
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Industry and
travellers

Travel for
Good

Travel For Good is at the heart of the brand

Self
Travel does good to you as person
Learning
Connecting

World
Travel does good to the world
Right things
Right actions

TEQ

TEQ recommendations

Partners

Industry

Consideration
points

Marketing and
promotion

Sustainability

Experience
development

Leverage
WHAs and
natural
wonders

Indigenous
and other key
drivers

Tour guide
and visitor
engagement

Thank You

Visit our corporate site:
teq.queensland.com
Subscribe to our eNewsletter:
teq.queensland.com/subscribe
Follow us on:
Twitter
Instagram

@teqld
#thisisqueensland

